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The News and Views of the Association of Dive Program Administrators

Presidents Corner – By: Holly Bourbon

At this point we hope most of you
responded to our membership
survey posted to the listserv. We
are a member-based group and
your input is crucial to our growth.
Thank you to our Communications
Committee for all of their hard
work on not only this issue of
Bottom Times, but also with this
survey. This survey will inform the
BoD on future activities and during our strategic
planning session during the Midyear BoD meeting
here in Baltimore next week.
Two of the articles in this issue are driven by one
of our most important membership benefits, our
listserv. There was much discussion on how to
manage snorkeling and free-diving as well as
administering oxygen within our facilities. This
listserv has assited all of us in our dive programs in
one way or another over the years.
We have seen a myriad of responses about
maintenance tasks and equipment, training
challenges, administration, and quick surveys.
These answers help inform our community and
also provide contacts with our colleagues within

ADPA who are faced with similar
challenges.
Whether
I
am
presenting information to my Dive
Control Board or to other DSOs, I
often refer to the ADPA group. Our
collective knowledge can help
inform our programs in budget
planning, safety equipment, and
training practices.
This listserv
helps all of us navigate in a growing
aquarium and zoo dive program
landscape.
The BoD and Communications
Committee would like to ask you,
our members, to help contribute to
Bottom Times. Feel free to contact anyone on the
Communications Committee or Board of Directors
(contact information on last page) with an idea for
an article. This could be something you have read
about, personally dealt with or accomplished,
industry trends, or a listserv discussion you’d like
to read more about. We would love to have our
members contribute to this newsletter on a
regular basis.
I look forward to seeing the Board here in the Mid
Atlantic in early May and anticipate a productive
Midyear meeting.
As usual… #WTTADPAMF!
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Hard to believe it is already
April. Your new Board is
in full swing as are the newly
established Committees.
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To O2 or not to O2?
This is the question…
Intro
Industry practices and
standards are being
continuously evaluated
in every industry and
the zoo and aquarium
industry
is
no
exception. A primary
focus of the industry is
emergency response,
including
oxygen
administration for diving emergencies and
sometimes non-diving medical emergencies.

In 2010, the AHA removed supplemental
oxygen from the lay responder scope-ofpractice for medical emergencies. This begs two
important questions for zoo and aquarium dive
programs:
1. Who within an occupational dive
program is a “lay responder” and who
is a “professional”?
2. Should Dive Safety Officers provide
training to divers to allow oxygen
administration outside of diving
emergencies?
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Whether or not a first aid provider is qualified
to administer EO2 in a medical emergency or as
a supplement to CPR depends on the agency
s/he is trained through. The American Red Cross
(ARC), American Safety and Health Institute
(ASHI), and the Professional Association of
Diving Instructors (PADI) all offer courses which
include oxygen administration for non-diving
medical emergencies, such as cardiac and
respiratory emergencies. Diver’s Alert Network

(DAN) courses used by many zoo and aquarium
programs prohibit lay responders from
providing EO2 for non-diving medical
emergencies, while the American Heart
Association (AHA) dictates that oxygen
saturation levels must be obtained before the
use of supplemental oxygen. (Specific training
materials can be found in the Member’s
Resource Center on the website.)
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The OSHA Commercial Diving Standard requires
dive teams to maintain training in First Aid and
CPR but does not explicitly mention oxygen
(EO2) administration. However, the diving
community has acknowledged the benefit of
supplemental oxygen administered during
diving injuries and providing EO2 training is
considered the industry norm. There remains
some debate whether occupational divers in
zoo and aquarium programs are “qualified,”
meaning both competent (trained and
proficient) and permitted (legal scope-ofpractice) to administer EO2 outside of a diving
injury context, or if they should at all.
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First, being a member of an occupational
program does not automatically make a diver a
professional responder, nor does this convey a
duty to respond unless explicitly specified in the
employee’s job description and/or by the state.
However, both OSHA and scientific diving
standards require divers to possess emergency
response training, so while not explicitly a
professional responder, a diver does have an
implicit duty to act per the required training
specified in the standards and the facility’s Dive
Safety Manual. Conversely, training dive team
members to the level of professional responder
(EFR, EMT or paramedic) is not economically or
otherwise feasible for aquarium dive programs.
The majority of facilities do not have the time or
financial resources to train all team members to
this level, and a large contingent of the training
is considered unnecessary for aquarium diving
emergencies (although many DSOs have been
trained to these standards independent of their
current employment).
Turning to question two, dive officers should
always conduct CPR and first aid courses in
accordance with the respective training
agency’s standard and policies. This means,
depending on the agency in question, students
may not be qualified to administer EO2 outside
of a diving scenario. That said, while the
curriculum selected forms the foundation of the
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facility’s Standard of Care, it can be augmented
through additional training. For example, many
facilities teach backboarding procedures not
found in their respective health and safety or
dive training agency’s curriculum because it is a
necessary component of a safe dive program
and thorough rescue training. Oxygen
administration
for
non-diving
medical
emergencies could be treated in a similar
fashion.
Whether a facility chooses to administer oxygen
for non-diving incidents is a decision that should
be made in concert with the facility’s Diving
Control
Board,
Safety
Officer,
Risk
Management, legal counsel, and Dive Medical
Officer or medical advisor, as appropriate. If this
group is not satisfied with the current agency’s
curriculum, a different agency may selected, or
training modules may be added from another
training agency. Alternatively, facility-specific
training modules can be created to augment the
baseline established by the training agency(s).
When doing so, document the training, the
rationale, and the author’s qualification for
creating and conducting the training. Below,
you will find two divergent opinions from ADPA
members regarding training divers to
administer oxygen for non-diving medical
emergencies.

Approach: Include Oxygen Administration for Medical Emergencies
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Recommendation
The zoo and aquarium dive community has unanimously made the decision to include the
administration of supplemental oxygen for dive injuries in the scope-of-practice for dive team members.
It is my recommendation to extend this training to include additional emergencies encountered by
aquarium dive personnel as these are just as likely, if not more so, to be encountered in the aquarium
environment as a dive emergency. Many agencies support the benefit of this treatment and include it in
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Sean Hopewell, Dive Safety Officer and Utah registered EMT, Loveland Living Planet
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their response. This falls well within the responsibility of the Community Leadership, and training exists
to incorporate this into zoo and aquarium programs. The training will also provide legal coverage for
dive team members by incorporating supplemental oxygen into their scope-of-practice.
The Medical Issue
In 2010, DAN adopted the newest American Heart Association (AHA) guidelines and removed the use of
supplemental oxygen for lay responders in medical emergencies. Under this guideline, students are not
qualified to provide EO2 in a medical emergency outside a diving situation or as a supplemental to CPR.
There is little evidence to support this guideline, and many recognized agencies continue to provide
training in supplemental oxygen administration for lay responders.
It is important to note the AHA Guideline does not constitute law. An excerpt from the study supporting
the new AHA Guideline states:
We acknowledge that additional clinical research is warranted to determine whether routine high-dose
supplemental oxygen in medical emergencies indeed causes more harm than benefit.
The AHA guideline has been widely contended throughout the EMS community. Several reputable
organizations continue to include the use of supplemental oxygen for medical emergencies in their
trainings including the American Red Cross (the program suggested by the OSHA Standard), the
Professional Association of Diving Instructors (PADI), and the National Ski Patrol. These trainings are
available to the lay responder.
The Legal Issue
Legal ramifications for medical responders center around the term, “scope-of-practice,” defined as:
“The range of duties & skills acquired in training that you are authorized by your certification to practice”
This is the definition accepted at federal and most state levels. This definition does not differentiate
between “licensure” and “certification.” The definition centers on training, and the expectation is the
training is conducted by a “recognized” organization. The expectation of recognized organization
includes established medical direction and regular review of the training programs.
It is generally accepted that any responder operating within their level of training from a recognized
agency is covered by Good Samaritans laws. There have been no known successful litigations of first
responders operating under their level of training. Whether or not supplemental oxygen administration
is included within a divers’ scope-of-practice depends which training s/he has received. The question for
our industry is to determine a scope-of-practice that can dictate an appropriate response to a dive
emergency in our facilities, and establish a training plan that can support the scope of practice.
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To determine the appropriate scope-of-practice, it is the duty of facility and dive leadership to review
potential injuries in aquarium diving. I have been unable to find any record of pressure injuries sustained
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at a zoo or aquarium. Conversely, there are documented cases of cardiac emergency and animal
encounters. When considering this, it seems prudent to train aquarium dive teams in the use of
supplemental oxygen for the emergencies most likely to occur in aquarium conditions.
Conclusion
It is our responsibility as DSOs to ensure the divers in our programs are prepared to provide basic care for
dive emergencies. History has shown that emergencies such as cardiac arrest and animal attack are far
more prevalent than dive injuries within the community, and therefore ought to be addressed. There is
little evidence to suggest that supplemental oxygen is contraindicated in these emergencies, and many
programs continue to provide supplemental oxygen administration training. Certification from a
recognized agency in supplemental oxygen administration for medical emergencies will incorporate the
training into the divers’ scope-of-practice, providing legal coverage in the event of an emergency. This
training will allow divers to appropriately response to a wider set of emergencies in our facilities, and
establish a training plan that can support the scope-of-practice.

Approach: Limit Oxygen Administration to Diving Emergencies
Dave Rintoul, Certified Hyperbaric Technician and Florida registered EMT
Formerly Florida Aquarium Dive Safety Officer
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The Medical Issue
The current AHA and International Council on Resuscitation (ILCOR) guidelines recommend against
administration of oxygen by laypersons in non-diving scenarios as a precaution. Although some EMTs
may question this approach and the AHA acknowledges the need for further research, this is a prudent
approach which protects you and your facility from liability by limiting the required scope-of-practice for
non-medical professionals, including divers. We should not ask our staff or volunteers to provide care
that is not fully understood by medical professionals, which is what the need for more research
indicates, but should instead limit the training provided to the dive team and leave the decision to
administer EO2 in a non-diving emergency to medical professionals. Note that most ADPA facilities are
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Recommendation
Although it is the responsibility of DSOs to ensure their dive teams are ready to respond to dive
emergencies, it is not the dive team’s responsibility to respond to every medical emergency.
Furthermore, it’s also the DSOs’ role as risk managers to protect our facilities from liability. Extending
oxygen administration beyond dive emergencies is excluded from the scope of DAN and AHA guidelines,
which makes ignoring the guidelines fraught with legal risk. Ultimately, it will be up to the courts to
determine whether who is a lay person or professional responder, and what their scope-of-practice
includes. Therefore, it is my recommendation to train and hold all divers to a common curriculum of
training and limit expectations of a response from the dive team to diving emergencies only (if possible).
Whatever facility decision is made, it is critical that all dive team members understand their
qualifications, scope and any pre-authorized exceptions, such as how certain members with more
medical experience may respond differently, and how it might impact the response plan on a given day.
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located in urban areas so the EMS response time is very rapid. In the still-developing area of medical
research, it is not the role of a DSO to challenge the relevance of the medical community's
recommendations. Although these guidelines do not constitute law, they are helpful in providing some
legal protection for providers trained to a third-party agency standard.
The Training and Legal Issue
Selecting a training agency for CPR and first aid for the dive team must be closely considered. What does
your leadership team deem to be the “most-likely” emergency scenarios your dive team is expected to
respond to and does the training you're using address all of them? What emergencies does your
administration expect the dive team to respond to, and what emergencies can/should wait for the
arrival of EMS? It is critical to ensure all divers in the program understand the answers to these
questions and that this training is well documented. Although some dive team members may have a
higher level of training than others, it is important to establish a common baseline of response for legal
purposes and restrict divers to act within this limited scope-of-practice. Ultimately, it is up to the courts,
not the institution or DSO, to determine if a provider associated with your program is a layperson or a
professional rescuer. If determined to be a layperson, Good Samaritan laws usually apply. If a
professional rescuer, the courts will ask supplemental questions (what training and certification does
the person hold, has the certification expired, etc.) which could be uncomfortable if DSOs are
unprepared to answer. A prudent approach is to make sure you understand the limitations of the
training program selected, the laws of your jurisdiction, and the recommendations of your local EMS
agencies, as recommendations vary.
It is also important to note that while the PADI/EFR program does provide training in EO2 administration
for non-diving emergencies, it does not expire, bringing into question the ability to demonstrate
proficiency without instituting an internal policy for refreshers. The DAN curriculum used in many
facilities does expire, which is a useful tool to maintain readiness and proficiency.
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Conclusion
Current medical recommendations advise lay responders not to administer oxygen in a medical
emergency and dive-specific first responder courses model this by restricting training of EO2
administration to dive injuries. The decision to limit oxygen administration to diving emergencies within
a zoo or aquarium program aligns with this, providing protection to the rescuer and the facility without
significantly reducing the dive team’s ability to respond appropriately. Most of our facilities are within
rapid response time of EMS and therefore should leave complex medical decisions to these professional
responders and create a baseline expectation of response from all dive team members, whose expertise
is in diving, not medicine. The most important component of any decision made regarding this topic is to
document the procedures and ensure all dive team members fully understand their roles and
responsibilities within emergency response.
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ITUpdate
Totally TABULAR Dude!
DPiC – Searching tabular data
One of the challenges of using DPiC is
figuring out how to use DPiC. Without a
User Guide (something we hope to develop
in the future), you’re left to dig in and
figure out things on your own. To help you
along this path of discovery, we thought
we’d take advantage of Bottom Times to
offer you some helpful tips. In this edition,
we’ll focus on searching through tabular
data.
DPiC makes extensive use of an open-source software utility
called DataTables (datatables.net) to provide searchable interfaces to various user and
equipment records. You’ve likely utilized the Search box to filter through data, but did you
know you can perform multi-column searches? Let’s say you want to determine all regulators
that had some type of maintenance performed in 2018. Simply enter Regulators Maintenance
2018 in the Search box of the Equipment Service Summary report. Curious as to what gear you
serviced in February of 2018? Enter 2018-02 in the Search box. Do you need to search for a
particular phrase? Add quotation marks around your terms (e.g., “Annual Inspection”).
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With a little practice, we believe you’ll find the Search box to be a powerful resource for
filtering data and generating custom reports. If you run into problems, or have further
questions, please send us an email at support@adpa.org.
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Organization Spotlights – By: Sean Hopewell & Andrew Morgan
Loveland Living Planet Aquarium

This coming year will add field scientific diving
with the Utah Department of Natural Resources
(DNR) conducting surveys of local waterways, a
September restoration trip with Coral
Restoration Foundation (CRF) and, permitspending, a trip out west to collect animals off
the coast of California and Oregon. All this
offshore work has encouraged Sean to explore
organizational membership with the American
Academy of Underwater Sciences (AAUS).
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With a mission to “inspire people to explore,
discover, and learn about Earth's diverse
ecosystems” the LLPA facility is home to 4,500
animals representing 550 species. These species
are representative of 3 distinct regions: Utah
topography and waterways, South America, and
the Pacific Ocean. In addition to these
permanent exhibitions, LLPA creates temporary
exhibitions, with the current show Expedition
Asia housing clouded leopards, binturongs and
other flora and fauna of Asia for interpretation.

The LLPA dive program is made up of 45 divers:
27 volunteers and 18 staff members. Dive
Safety Officer Sean Hopewell oversees these
divers who conduct 1200 dives annually, in 15
different exhibits utilizing SCUBA and Surface
Supplied Air Diving modes. Tasks range from
maintenance, public presentations and special
public events (skeleton dives, Santa dives,
Make-A-Wish, etc.).
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The Loveland Living Planet Aquarium began in
1998 as an educational van tour for the Salt
Lake Valley by the institution’s founder and
CEO, Brent Anderson. The Aqua Van visited
schools throughout Utah, inspiring children with
a small animal collection housed at a local
college. Since the humble beginnings of the
educational vans, the Living Planet Aquarium
has occupied three different physical locations
with the current location in Draper, Utah
opening its doors on March 25, 2014. Due to a
generous donation from the Loveland
Foundation, Loveland was adopted into the
Living Planet Aquarium name. Since opening the
aquarium doors in 2014, the Loveland Living
Planet Aquarium (LLPA) has hosted over 3.5
million visitors.
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ABOUT THE DSO
Sean Hopewell graduated from Iowa State
University with a Bachelor of Science in Zoology.
During his time there, he participated in a
university-offered SCUBA course in murky Iowa
lakes. These initial underwater experiences were
not where his passion for diving was spurred;
soon after graduating from school, Sean made
his way to the Florida Keys where he achieved
his advanced open water SCUBA certification
which, “…sparked [his] love of diving.” From
there, Sean’s diving career has included work as
a public safety diver, divemaster in the Keys, and
as a maintenance diver in Utah.
While living in Tampa, FL, Sean pursued a
volunteer role at the Clearwater Marine
Aquarium and soon after, earned a paid animal
care staff position. In this animal care role, Sean
had the unique experience of working with sea
turtles during multiple breeding seasons,
sharing, “…these creatures will always hold a
special place in my heart.”
Sean’s interest in making a difference in the lives
of the animals and ecosystems exhibited at LLPA
along with providing a safe and unique diving
opportunity to the local community is what
drives him to work in the zoo and aquarium
industry.
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Outside of the aquarium and dive business, Sean
has a passion for the mountains and
motorcycles. His aptitude and affinity for
backcountry skiing even grants him the
opportunity to act as a heli-ski guide when time
permits. When not skiing or diving, you can find
Sean cruising the mountains of the west on his
2017 Indian Chieftain Darkhorse.
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Occupational Management of Snorkeling and Free-diving
As managers of dive programs, we navigate complex diving subject matter
and in turn, have to train on diving tasks, equipment, and standards. Much
of our diving safety boils down to identifying workplace hazards and the
steps needed to mitigate the hazard and document the process. This process
can begin in a number of different ways, and this article looks to address
various ways to apply the process to snorkeling and free-diving in zoos and
aquaria.
With the recent addition of snorkeling and free-diving to the Association
of Zoo and Aquarium (AZA) Accreditation Standards (https://www.aza.org),
there has been much discussion on the ADPA listserv regarding how to best
manage this component of diving programs. Whether your institution is
currently or strives to become AZA accredited or not, it is commonplace for
dive safety teams to manage snorkeling and free-diving due to the
similarities of associated risks and workplace hazards.
For the purposes of accreditation, the term “underwater diving” includes the
diving mode in which the diver uses self-contained (SCUBA) or surface
supplied compressed air and/or “breath-hold diving” in which the diver uses
no self- contained or surface-supplied compressed air (i.e., snorkeling or skin
diving).
Although OSHA does not have a specific reference to snorkeling or freediving in the Federal regulations for occupational diving, this does not
preclude the obligation to manage these activities in a fashion that increases
employee safety. These activities fall under the General Duty Safety Clause
(http://www.coshnetwork.org/node/353), which serves as a catch all for
workplace hazards that are not specifically addressed in the OSHA standards
(i.e. AZA elephant regulations, snorkel/free-diving). If you identify a
workplace hazard, especially if it could be fatal, you must do the following:

Every program is different, and therefore it is critical to work with your
Diving Control Board and your facility’s legal counsel in defining and
managing your operations. The listserv is a great resource to garner what
other facilities are doing and help craft your recommendations.
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Identify the hazard
Mitigate the hazard
Train your employees/volunteers
Document, document, document
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1.
2.
3.
4.
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So, how are we currently managing snorkeling and free-diving at our respective institutions?
Here are few examples from the recent listserv discussion, keeping in mind these are not one-size-fits all
solutions and are provided to help you outline potential procedures for your facility. The full discussion
thread can always be found on the members only Google Site for future reference.











Develop strong DSM language regarding oversight of snorkeling and free-diving by the dive
program
SOPs and training plans including who is topside, who is called in case of incident outline what
rescue gear is needed at each exhibit, etc.
Snorkeling protocols and function-specific skills evaluation and orientation for on-site
operations
Free-dive training module for science divers working in the field with a focus on buddy
responsibility and safety
Some programs assign a DPiC, others do not; most utilize a tender or topside
Breath hold diving tender checklist (diver, location, time in/time out, tender or buddy)
Staffing requirements will not change – i.e. – 2 breath hold divers acting as a buddy team (1 up,
1 down) or a breath hold diver and tender
Log the “dive”
Advantages to DSOs obtaining free-diving instructor certification or training
Reference recreational training protocols for suggestions

PADI – https://www.padi.com/educaton
NAUI – https://www.naui.org/certifications/freediving/snorkeler
AAUS – https://www.aaus.org/diving standards
WRSTC – https://wrstc.com/
PFI - http://www.performancefreediving.com/
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Hopefully, this provides information for those of you starting to manage snorkeling and
free-diving operations or provide additional information to those of you with active
programs. Continue to engage your DCB and, as members are doing, reach out
to your colleagues on our listserv!
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May the Fourth be With You!
Submitted by Jim McAllister, DSO – Georgia Aquarium

With May 4th fast approaching, Here’s a “how to” Light Saber that has been very successful here at GA!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Start with the OTS Flashlight (Model) which is the right diameter to fit into adapter.
Grind out a chamfer on leading edge of metal side of adapter to help get the flashlight started.
Support the fitting, metal side up in a vice and CAREFULLY tap the head of the light down into the fitting.
Wrap electrical tape around one end of the colored tube so no light passes thru.
Drill 4, 3/8” holes around the colored tube about 3/4” above the tape and place this tube to the side.
Glue (clear PVC glue) the clear 1 1/2” PVC pipe (about 30”) to the other end of the adapter (main body).
Drill four, 3/8” holes at the base of the pipe, just above the fitting to allow any air to escape.
To prep the end cap and colored tube for final assembly, drill four 1/4” holes in the end of the cap as close
to the sidewalls as you can and one in the center. Put the cap aside.
Slide the colored tube, taped end first, into the PVC pipe so it rests against the lens of the flashlight and
make sure no light is shining outside of the color tube.
Now cut the colored tube so it sticks out of the clear pipe about 1/2”.
For better reflection, color the inside of the black plug with a silver Sharpie.
Place the plug into the end of the colored tube and drill four 1/4” holes at 90 degrees to each other
through the sides of the colored tube just under the plug.
Now drill a 1/8” hole in the end of the plug so it is centered with the center hole in the end cap.
Tests fit and make any adjustments needed to make sure it is all held together tightly.
Put the plug in the colored tube and glue the clear cap on the end.
See the FULL BATTLE

Parts List

Have a Hack? Submit your problem solver, or tip to:
ddeboer@adventureaquarium.com Include instructions and photos!
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OTS Flashlight (920035-000)
1 ½” Clear PVC Female Adapter (ALSCO, 1399-015)
1 1/2” Clear PVC Sched 40 Pipe (ALSCO, 1395-015)
1 1/2” Clear PVC Sched 40 Slip Cap (ALSCO, 1393-015)
Clear PVC Glue & Primer
Black Electrical Tape
Black Plug (Threaded end protector on new tank valves)
Red Colored Fluorescent Tube Cover (Grainger, 4DZN8)
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Brett Wayne Dodson, Diving Safety Officer at Texas
A&M Corpus Christi, passed away, February 1, 2018, after
a two year battle with cancer.
Brett held undergrad and graduate degrees in Biology
from Texas A&M University and spent many long hours
diving the cave systems of the Southeast. In college, Brett
would spend all week on campus working as a TA, pack his
van with cylinders and gear, make the 14-hour drive
overnight to the caves of Florida, dive all day Saturday and
Sunday and be back on campus Monday morning ready to do it all over again.
After college, Brett continued his lifelong affair with the ocean and dive leadership and found his calling
when he became the Diving Safety Officer at the Tennessee Aquarium. Brett made an incredible impact
on the program there and a few years later was hired to be the first Dive Safety Officer at the yet to
open Georgia Aquarium (GAI). Brett had an incredible work ethic and devoted his entire existence to
creating the dive programs at GAI and bringing the ocean to landlocked Atlanta.
Brett was an active member of both AAUS and ADPA and an innovator in the aquarium dive industry
who set the stage for how institutions dealt with OSHA by pioneering the use of his now famous surfacesupplied cart. And no Brett, we’re not using a pneumofathometer! Brett was widely considered to be a
standards whisperer by his colleagues and was an expert in his field; working as a dive program
consultant for many zoos and aquariums with his company Leadbelly Dive Program Salvage.
After Atlanta, Brett moved to Corpus Christi with his longtime partner, Carol Haley, to become the
Diving Safety Officer at Texas A&M. Brett rebuilt the program there and continued his work with
Leadbelly while enjoying his custom built meat smoker and working on his old truck, endless iPod
playlists, seeking out a good paella, and engaging in intellectual discourse. Along with Carol, Brett was
an avid cyclist and ocean advocate.
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“And for those that belong to the sea;
They will never be far apart;
For each time they go to that place;
They are together again.”
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In honor of Brett’s legacy, the ADPA Board of Directors along with Brett’s partner Carol and his family
have renamed the ADPA Symposium Scholarship to the Brett Dodson ADPA DSO Scholarship. Donations
to the scholarship can be made in Brett’s memory here. https://adpa.org/brett-dodson-scholarship/

Corporate Partner Report
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What is the Be A Diver Pool? ®
For Zoos & Aquariums, the Be A Diver® Pool is a great
opportunity to not only engage your guests and draw new visitors
to your establishment, but also increase media coverage and
local interest and exposure.
The Be A Diver® Pool Tour is a year-‘round, nationwide program
that enables targeted potential diving customers to try scuba
diving in the warm, safe confines of a four-foot deep swimming
pool under professional supervision.
The Be A Diver® Pool travels throughout the United States,
making appearances during large-scale events which already attract potential customers who fit the
same affluent demographic profile targeted by the diving industry. The Be A Diver® Pool uses a
professional New York-based Public Relations firm to help attract media attention as well as potential
customers, and is often used by the event to help draw media attention for the event itself.
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https://www.diversalertnetwork.org/
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http://www.submersiblesystems.com
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oceanears.com
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http://aquaticsolutions.com/
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www.remoramarine.com/adpa-cp-intro-promo/
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http://www.animal-exhibits.com/
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Over 60 Years as an Industry Leader
Sherwood Scuba - Innovation, Quality, Performance for
over 60 years. Sherwood Scuba is very pleased to be
celebrating sixty years in the diving industry. Sixty years is
a long time for any company to be in business and in the
scuba diving industry, only a handful of companies that
have been around that long. Sherwood Scuba is one of
those companies and it didn’t happen by accident. The
companies that have lasted are still here because they
build quality products, they continue to listen to the needs
of their customers, and they have an unending passion for
what they do: building safe, reliable dive equipment.
www.sherwoodscuba.com/

The Florida Aquarium has a DSO Job Posting!
www.flaquarium.com/careers<http://www.flaquarium.com/careers
University of Hawaii at Manoa has a Posting for a Diving Logistics Specialist!
http://www.pers.hawaii.edu/wuh/nadvert.aspx?rn=28591
ADPA Website Job Postings
https://adpa.org/jobs/
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AAUS Website Job Postings
http://www.aaus.org/jobboard
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AZA Website Job Postings
https://www.aza.org/joblisting/
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Newsletter Info
Bottom Times is the quarterly newsletter of the Association of Dive Program Administrators.
Please submit jobs, ideas, and other info to the communication committee one month before
the next release date.
Scheduled releases: January 2018, April 2018, July 2018, October 2018, January 2019
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Dave DeBoer
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Mauritius Bell
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Director-at-Large

George Peterson

(Monterey Bay Aquarium)

gpeterson@mbayaq.org

divesafety@moodygardens.org
pdimeo@lbaop.org
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